Insurers record detailed information related to claims (e.g. the cause of the claim) and policies (e.g. the value of the insured risk) for pricing insurance contracts. However, this information is largely neglected when estimating the reserve for future liabilities originating from past exposures. We present a flexible, yet highly interpretable framework for including these claim and policy-specific covariates in a reserving model. Our framework focuses on three building blocks in the development process of a claim: the time to settlement, the number of payments and the size of each payment. We carefully choose a generalized linear model (GLM) to model each of these stochastic building blocks in discrete time. Since GLMs are applied in the pricing of insurance contracts, our project bridges the gap between pricing and reserving methodology. We propose model selection techniques for GLMs adapted for censored data to select the relevant covariates in these models and demonstrate how the selected covariates determine the granularity of our reserving model. At one extreme, including many covariates captures the heterogeneity in the development process of individual claims, while at the other extreme, including no covariates corresponds to specifying a model for data aggregated in two-dimensional contingency tables, similar to the run-off triangles traditionally used by reserving actuaries. The set of selected covariates then naturally determines the position the actuary should take in between those two extremes. We illustrate our method with case studies on real life insurance data sets. These case studies provide new insights in the covariates driving the development of claims and demonstrate the accuracy and robustness of the reserving methodology over time.
Introduction
In non-life insurance, reserving and pricing have traditionally been treated as unrelated actuarial tasks. The reserving literature, on the one hand, has been dominated by analytic models designed for aggregated data, such as the chain ladder method (Mack, 1993 (Mack, , 1999 . These models compress the historical data on the development of claims over time in a two dimensional table, the so-called runoff triangle, by aggregating payments by occurrence and development year. Low data requirements, implementation simplicity and a straightforward interpretation of the predicted reserve explain the popularity of these models. Pricing literature, on the other hand, has focused on statistical models for risk classification via covariates in order to calculate premiums at the level of individual policies (Ohlsson and Johansson, 2010) . This individual approach provides valuable insights in the insured risks and makes the premium robust against changes in the portfolio composition. The contrast in methodology between reserving and pricing is somewhat surprising, since both tasks analyse the observed payments of claims from past exposure years. In response to this, individual reserving methods, which use more granular data, have recently been introduced.
We identify three streams in the current literature on individual reserving. Following Norberg (1993 Norberg ( , 1999 , a first stream analyzes the events registered during a claim's development in continuous time. Lopez et al. (2016 Lopez et al. ( , 2019 adapt regression trees to the right-censoring present in continuous time reserving data. Covariates in these trees capture the heterogeneity in the claim size as well as the time to settlement of reported claims. In Antonio and Plat (2014) hazard rates drive the time to events in the development of claims (e.g. a payment, or settlement) and a lognormal regression model is proposed for the payment size. Reserving in continuous time requires a time to event model that allows for multiple payments and multiple types of (recurrent) events. Since such models are complicated, many individual reserving models are defined in a more convenient discrete time framework, where the events in a claim's lifetime are registered in discrete time periods. A second stream of reserving methods starts from insurance pricing models and adapts these to the task of individual reserving in discrete time, as such taking advantage of the detailed covariate information available within insurance companies. Larsen (2007) focuses on Generalized Linear Models (GLMs), considers regression trees and looks at neural networks for reserving. A third stream of papers aggregates the data into multiple runoff triangles. Martínez Miranda et al. (2012) and Denuit and Trufin (2018) consider two and four triangles respectively. While the aggregation of the data makes these models easy to implement, covariate information of individual claims can not be used. The recent expansion in (individual) reserving methodology has resulted in a fragmented literature with few comparative studies and no unified approach with proven robustness and general applicability. The lack of a solid modelling framework hinders the implementation of individual reserving in insurance practice.
We fill this gap in the literature by presenting an intuitive framework for individual reserving with a focus on applicability in practice. This framework models the development of claims after their reporting date in discrete time. Our framework consists of three building blocks: the probability of settling the claim, the probability of making a payment and the payment size. While many predictive modelling techniques can be applied to these building blocks, this contribution models these components with GLMs. Hereby, bridging the gap between reserving and pricing, where GLMs are used for modelling the frequency and severity of claims. We concentrate on the choices made during the modelling process, such as variable engineering and variable selection as well as model evaluation. These aspects of the modelling process have received little attention in individual reserving up to now with many papers blindly following the model building steps applied in pricing or aggregate reserving. This results in a loss of performance as such methods do not consider the individual and censored structure of the data. The reserve for incurred, but not yet reported claims, i.e. the IBNR reserve, is estimated by combining this approach with the model of for the reporting delay of claims.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we describe the claim development process and introduce the notation used throughout this paper. Section 3 proposes a statistical framework for reserving and frames a selection of popular reserving models within this setting. Section 4 then proposes the generalized reserving model as a new model for individual reserving. We present best practices for calibrating this model to insurance data and explain how this model can be used to predict the reserve. Section 5 demonstrates this methodology in a case study on a home insurance data set. This is a novel data set, which has not been used before in the literature on reserving. An online appendix applies our method to a second data set from a liability insurance portfolio.
The claim development process
We consider a portfolio of n claims indexed by k. Figure 1 shows the information registered in continuous time over the lifetime of a single claim. Tick marks indicate the discretization of the continuous time data into yearly bins. Table 1 contains the raw, continuous time data and the structured, discretized data for the claim visualized in Figure 1 . The claim development process starts with the occurrence of an accident in year i occ k . After a delay, this claim is reported in year i rep k . We consider two time indications for the progress of the claim. The development year, denoted j occ , measures the number of years elapsed since the occurrence of the claim. By convention, the claim occurs in development year one. Alternatively, we define the observation year, denoted j rep , as the number of years elapsed since the reporting of the claim. Observation year one then corresponds to the reporting year of the claim. Both measures coincide if and only if the claim occurs and gets reported within the same year. A triplet (C kj rep , P kj rep , Y kj rep ) structures the development process of claim k during the j-th observation year. The settlement indicator C kj rep is one when claim k settles in observation year j rep and zero otherwise. The payment indicator P kj rep is one when there is at least one payment for claim k in observation year j rep . The payment size Y kj rep is the total amount paid for claim k in observation year j rep . Notice that this triplet is indexed by the observation year j rep instead of the development year j occ . Since payments and settlement may only occur after the reporting of the claim, it is natural to model the development process of a claim from its reporting year onwards. At the evaluation date, denoted τ , the reserve consists of all future costs for claims that have occurred in past exposure years, but are not yet closed. Whereas presents a granular model for the occurrence and reporting of insured events in the presence of covariates, this contribution will focus on the development after the reporting of the claim. Let T k be the observed lifetime of claim k, measured by the number of years in which the claim was open at the start of the year and let x k be a vector of covariate information for claim k available at reporting. The available development data on an evaluation date τ is then characterized as
Model building blocks
Many events happen during the lifetime of a claim. A reserving method presents a statistical framework for the most relevant events. We distinguish two large classes of reserving methods based on the events considered and label these as non-hierarchical versus hierarchical models. Non-hierarchical models focus exclusively on the claim payments, hereby disregarding other events such as the closure of the claim. Section 3.1 highlights some well-known non-hierarchical reserving models and their connection to individual reserving. Hierarchical reserving models, discussed in Section 3.2, put focus on multiple events over the lifetime of the claim.
Non-hierarchical models
Chain ladder method The classical chain ladder method (Mack, 1993 (Mack, , 1999 ) specifies a model for the total payment size X i occ ,j occ in development period j occ for accidents that occurred in year i occ . The target variable here is the total payment size X i occ ,j occ , which is the sum over all individual payments Y k,j occ from accidents that occurred in year i occ , i.e.
The model predicts the total payment size X i occ ,j occ in future years (i occ + j occ − 1 > τ ), for claims from past occurrence years (i occ ≤ τ ). This results in a reserve estimate for all occurred claims from past exposure years regardless of their reporting status, i.e. both IBNR and RBNS claims are included in the reserve. The stochastic chain ladder method is retrieved by specifying a Poisson GLM for the individual payments Y k,j occ with log link function and development year and occurrence year as covariates, that is
In this model formulation α i occ k represents the average claim size for an accident from occurrence year i occ k and β j occ captures the distribution of the costs over the development years. Under the assumption of independent individual payments Y k,i occ we retrieve
where n i occ denotes the number of accidents that occurred in year i occ . As demonstrated in (Wüthrich and Merz, 2015) this GLM specification is equivalent to the chain ladder method.
RBNS chain ladder method
In individual reserving the RBNS and IBNR reserve are often estimated separately. We present a modified version of the chain ladder method for estimating the RBNS reserve. Further on, we use this model as a benchmark for RBNS reserving models designed at the individual level. We model the amount paid for claim k in observation year j rep as
In contrast with (2) this model uses the reporting year i rep instead of the occurrence year i occ and the development year j occ is replaced by the observation year j rep . As such this model computes the outstanding reserve for claims reported in the past, i.e. the RBNS reserve. At the aggregate level the model becomes
where X i rep ,j rep is the total amount paid in observation year j rep for claims reported in year i rep and n i rep is the total number of reported claims in year i.
Double Chain Ladder
The double chain ladder method (Martínez Miranda et al., 2012) combines two runoff triangles to estimate the IBNR and RBNS reserve separately. A first triangle (N i occ ,j occ ) registers the number of accidents in year i occ that were reported in development year j occ . This triangle captures the reporting dynamics. The development of reported claims is modelled by combining the first triangle with a second triangle (X i occ ,j rep ), registering the total amount paid in observation year j rep for accidents that occurred in year i occ . At the individual level the development of claims can be characterized as
This specification is almost identical to the model formulation behind the RBNS chain ladder method. The main difference is the choice of occurrence instead of reporting year as a covariate in the Poisson GLM.
Hierarchical models
Hierarchical models capture multiple events in the claim development process. In this paper we focus on the closure, payment and size (C, P, Y ) triplet as defined in Section 2 for the development of individual claims. Suppressing the claim index k, we write the likelihood contribution of a single claim as
with T the last available observation year for claim k. By conditioning on the information from previous calendar years, the likelihood naturally decouples into three components: the closure status, the payment indicator and the size of the payment. In the hierarchical approach a statistical model is specified for each of these components. Hierarchical approaches are common in pricing. The components frequency and severity constitute a two-level hierarchical pricing model (Henckaerts et al., 2018) , whereas Frees and Valdez (2008) even consider a three level hierarchical scheme for pricing by also conditioning on the type of the claim. Below we illustrate how some of the recently proposed reserving models fit in this hierarchical structure.
Multiple triangles Reserving with more than one runoff triangle grants additional insights into the data, while preserving the benefits of an aggregate approach. The double chain ladder follows this concept by combining two runoff triangles. Trufin (2017, 2018) extend this idea and mimic the triplet (C, P, Y ) by combining three runoff triangles for predicting the RBNS reserve. Identical to double chain ladder, a fourth triangle with reporting information is added to estimate the IBNR reserve. Although defined on aggregate data, their proposed model can be translated to the individual level as
time is measured differently on both sides of these expressions. The components (C, P, Y ) are unobservable before the reporting of the claim, hence they are only defined for observation years j rep from the reporting of the claim on. However, the development year j occ is the main covariate used in all three GLMs. In the GLM for the payment size an additional inflation parameter γ i occ +j occ is estimated. Section 3.3 further elaborates on the choice of the time measure used in individual reserving.
Machine learning methods Recently, several contributions explore the potential added value of using machine learning methods for individual reserving Jamal et al., 2018) . We focus on the contribution of , who develops a classification tree model for predicting the closure and payment indicators in the development of claims. The Bernoulli random variables C k,j rep and P k,j rep are combined in a single code (with four different outcomes) and modelled with a classification tree. At the individual level the model is expressed as
where g j occ denotes the tree model estimated for development year j occ . Estimating a different tree for every development year makes the model highly flexible. As a drawback different covariates may be selected in the tree for each development year, making the model less robust and more difficult to interpret. Furthermore, each tree is only estimated on data from a single development year, which increases the uncertainty in later development years for which typically less observations are available.
Timing is everything, development versus observation years
The hierarchical framework sheds an interesting perspective on the choice of the (discrete) time index, i.e. development year j occ since occurrence or observation year j rep since reporting. Trufin (2017, 2018) and measure time in development years, whereas the triplet (C, P, Y ) introduced in Section 2 is only observable from the reporting of the claim on. Figure 1 
A generalized reserving model
We model the components in the hierarchical likelihood proposed in (6) via generalized linear models (GLMs). These models estimate a linear relation between the response variable and the predictors through a link function (McCullagh and Nelder, 1989) . We opt for GLMs, because these models are the industry standard in pricing insurance contracts. As such our approach unifies pricing and reserving methodology. Moreover, the familiarity of actuaries with GLMs facilitates the transition towards an individual reserving model that can be deployed in practice. Motivated by the close connection between our newly proposed reserving model and GLMs, we refer to this new model as a generalized reserving model (GRM).
Specifying GLMs for the GRM
Table 2: GLM specification for the components in the hierarchical likelihood (6). Table 2 lists the chosen GLMs for the different components in the development process. The binomial GLM is the logical choice for Bernoulli random variables such as the closure status and the payment indicator. We model the response via the complementary log-log link and the logit link in the GLM for the closure indicator and payment indicator respectively. As motivated in Appendix A, when using the complementary log-log link function, the discrete closure indicator is retrieved by censoring a continuous time Cox proportional hazard model (Cox, 1972) for the time to settlement. We model the payment size via a gamma GLM with log link function. This distributional assumption is frequently used in insurance pricing literature when modelling attritional losses (Henckaerts et al., 2018) .
Variable identification and engineering
The ability to incorporate covariates into the closure, payment and size process is an important feature of the proposed GRM. Such covariates are unavailable in traditional reserving methods for aggregated data. We distinguish four different groups of covariates and discuss their specificities.
Policy(holder) covariates These covariates express information related to the policy and the policyholder at the moment the insured event occurred. Pricing actuaries typically use these covariates when building a model for the claim frequency and severity. Our generalized reserving model is a detailed claim severity model, which not only describes the total cost of a claim but also its development over time. In this perspective, generalized reserving models are likely to perform well on portfolios where pricing actuaries were able to identify covariates capable of differentiating the ultimate claim costs. Such covariates will most likely also contribute to explain claim dynamics in the generalized reserving model.
Claim covariates These covariates describe (static) characteristics of the claim, which are available at the moment of reporting. In current practice, these covariates are used by claim experts to set case estimates, i.e. the expert's assessment of the outstanding claim amount. Our generalized reserving model allows to analyse these covariates in a statistical manner, which results in a better understanding of the risk.
Intrinsic development covariates An intrinsic development covariate for claim k in observation year j rep is constructed as a function of the information observed for this claim in previous years, i.e.
where x k are the (static) policy and claim covariates for claim k and g is any function of these inputs. Because of the hierarchical set-up in (6), intrinsic covariates used for modelling the payment indicator or the payment size can additionally depend on the closure status C j rep in the current observation year. The closure status itself is an intrinsic development covariate. This covariate is especially useful when claims can close directly after a payment. The final payment will then take place in the same year as the closure of the claim. Therefore, we expect the closure status C j rep to have a positive effect on the payment probability in observation year j rep .
Extrinsic development covariates These covariates change during the development of the claim, but in contrast with intrinsic development covariates their evolution is not predicted in the hierarchical framework. The case-estimate or the involvement of a lawyer are common examples of extrinsic development covariates. The modelling framework supports these covariates for inference. However, using these covariates for prediction will require an additional predictive model to explain their evolution over time.
Mind the covariate shift
We use the hierarchical model proposed in (6) to predict the future evolution of open claims in the presence of covariates. Hence, the goal is to identify a set of covariates which maximizes the predictive accuracy of the generalized reserving model. We refer to the historical observed claim data as the calibration data set and to the future unobserved development of open claims as the prediction data set, i.e.
where T k is the observed lifetime of claim k, measured by the number of observed observation years and S k is the observation year in which claim k closes. We view the realizations of the target variables, (C kj rep , P kj rep , Y kj rep ) for a claim k in an observation year j rep , as the records of these data sets. For claims that are open at the evaluation date, the first observation year has already been recorded and is registered in X calibrate . As a result, observation year one appears frequently in the calibration data set, but is not present in the prediction data set. This imbalance between the calibration and prediction data set poses a model risk when covariates exhibit a different effect on the outcome variables in X calibrate versus the outcomes in X predict . In machine learning literature this phenomenon is known as a covariate shift (Sugiyama et al., 2007) . We propose two changes in the traditional variable selection and model calibration strategy to mitigate this risk.
First, we adjust the calibration data set by excluding all observations from observation year one, since observation year one is not present in the prediction data set, i.e.
Second, in the variable selection process we divide the adjusted calibration data set into a training and validation data set. For maximal predictive accuracy, we construct the validation data set by mimicking the empirical distribution of observation years that we expect to observe in the prediction data set. A record from observation year j * that is part of the adjusted calibration data set is selected into the validation data set with probability
where q is a tuning parameter, independent of the observation year j * , which determines the relative size of the training and validation data set. When observation year has the same distribution in the calibration and prediction data set, all observations are equally likely to be selected in the validation data set. This corresponds to classical random sampling, where q determines the sampling rate. However, As a result of the imbalance between both data sets, records from later observation years are more likely to be selected in the validation data set. The records that are not selected in the validation data set constitute the training data set. In practice the number of records for each observation year in the prediction data set is unobserved. We estimate this number by applying the chain ladder method to a runoff triangle We then apply the chain ladder method to this triangle and estimate the number of records for observation year j * in the prediction data set as
where l denotes the largest observation year recorded in the calibration data set.
Via this construction, we have created a training and validation data set for which we observe the outcome variables closure status, payment occurrence and payment size. Moreover, the validation data set reflects the characteristics of the unobserved prediction data set. We select covariates for the GLMs in our generalized reserving model using stepwise forward selection. In each step we add the covariate which leads to the largest improvement in the out-of-sample likelihood evaluated on the validation data set and simultaneously results in a reduction of the BIC on the training data set.
Bridging aggregate and individual reserving
When no claim-specific covariates are selected, each of the GLM building blocks from Table 2 can be estimated on data aggregated in a runoff triangle and our GRM simplifies to an aggregate reserving model. We outline this connection for each of the building blocks in the hierarchical model. 
is the probability that an open claim closes in observation year j rep . These probabilities are estimated as
where n j rep is the number of open claims at the start of observation year j rep and d j rep is the number of those claims that close during observation year j rep . This is the famous Kaplan-Meier (Kaplan and Meier, 1958) 
where α i rep captures the effect of the reporting year and β j rep is the parameter related to the observation year. Whereas the GLM specification in Table 2 for the payment indicator naturally leads to a binomial distribution for the total number of payments, other count distributions can be considered on the aggregate level. For example, under a Poison distribution we find
In contrast with the chain ladder GLM specification in (4) Payment size Let X i rep ,j rep denote the total payment in observation year j rep as registered on claims reported in year i rep . When the individual payments follow a gamma GLM with a multiplicative effect of observation and reporting year on the mean payment size, then the total claim size is also gamma distributed with
Deciding on the granularity of a reserving method As motivated above, the components in the hierarchical likelihood can be estimated from three runoff triangles when no claim-specific covariate are used. In these triangular models the settlement of claims (via the number of open claims) acts as the exposure for the number of payments, which in turn acts as the exposure variable for the claim size. This connection between aggregate and individual reserving provides a tool for insurers to choose between both approaches. A model with many covariates is an indication of heterogeneity in the development process of claims which motivates individual reserving. When few or no claim-specific covariates are selected an aggregate approach suffices.
Predicting the RBNS reserve
The RBNS reserve on the evaluation date τ consists of the payments in future observation years
An analytic expression is available for the expected RBNS reserve, when observation year is the only intrinsic covariate selected in the generalized reserving model (next to static covariates)
(1 − E(C k,l )).
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The expected values in this formula are directly available from the estimated GLMs. We evaluate the reserve through Monte-Carlo simulations when the model uses other intrinsic development covariates besides the observation year. These Monte-Carlo simulations alternate between predicting the claim development in the next year and updating the intrinsic development covariates. As a result of these simulations we obtain a distribution for the RBNS reserve.
A framework for IBNR reserving
To deliver a complete reserving framework we now focus on the reserve for claims that have already occurred, but which are not yet reported, i.e. the IBNR reserve. In a first step we model the number of unreported claims together with their expected reporting date. This can be considered as an additional layer in the hierarchical likelihood (6). Following an aggregate modelling strategy, complementary to the models outlined in Section 4.4, the number of IBNR claims can be estimated by applying the chain ladder method on a runoff triangle with in cell (i occ , j occ ) the number of accidents that occured in year i occ and are reported in development year j occ since occurrence. Cells in the lower triangle then estimate the number of IBNR claims from past occurrence years and their associated reporting delay in years. This strategy is followed in Martínez Miranda et al. (2012) , and Denuit and Trufin (2018) . Bringing in more detailed information at the granular level, we use the strategy developped in to model and to predict the reporting delay in days. Having an estimate for the number of IBNR claims and their expected reporting delay, we model the development of these claims with appropriately calibrated GLMs for the closure status, payment indicator and payment size. These GLMs are constructed with only the covariates accident date and reporting date as predicted by the model of , together with intrinsic development covariates. Other claim and policy covariates are not available for unreported claims and should therefore not be used to construct these GLMs. In contrast with RBNS claims for which some observation years are observed, we predict for IBNR claims the full development from observation year one onwards. Therefore, the imbalance between the calibration and prediction data set as mentioned in Section 4.3 is less pronounced in IBNR reserving and we select covariates in the granular reserving model by minimizing the in-sample BIC on the calibration data set.
Case study: European home insurance portfolio
This case study models the IBNR and RBNS reserve for a European home insurance portfolio. This insurance reimburses damages to the insured property and its contents resulting from a wide range of causes including fire damage, water damage and theft. For reasons of confidentiality we can not disclose the size of the portfolio and the associated reserve. Therefore, we express the performance of reserving methods via a percentage error measure, comparing the actual and predicted reserve.
Data characteristics
We observe the development of individual claims over a seven year period from January, 2011 until December, 2017. Figure 2 represents all individual payments as a combination of the reporting date of the claim (vertical axis) and the number of days elapsed since reporting (horizontal axis). A triangular structure appears, since the claim development after December, 2017 is censored. Home insurance is a short tailed business line, with many payments in the first years after reporting. The black grid in Figure 2 visualizes how individual payments would be aggregated when constructing a yearly runoff triangle. Table 3 provides a detailed description of the available covariates including six policy covariates, seven claim covariates and five intrinsic development covariates. In Figure 3 a treemap visualizes the available claims grouped into the 12 risk categories as coded in the covariate catnat. Each claim is represented by a rectangle, where the size of this rectangle visualizes the amount paid for that claim by the end of December, 2017. Water and fire damage are the most important insurance covers in this portfolio. Together these risks generate more than half of the total claim cost. Fire claims are typically larger than non-fire claims. Although less than 5% of all claims are related to fire, these claims represent more than 25% of the total cost. These large differences between the average size of a fire versus the average size of a non-fire claim, motivate us to build separate reserving models for fire claims on the one hand and non-fire claims on the other hand. Estimating separate reserves for risks with a different development pattern is a common approach in traditional reserving. Alternatively, we can distinguish fire and non-fire claims by including an additional covariate in the generalized reserving method. However, this latter approach would result in an unfair comparison between our GRM and traditional reserving methods for aggregate data, which can not include this covariate.
A generalized reserving model for fire and non-fire claims
We analyse the performance of our proposed model on 365 evaluation dates between January Gender of the policyholder: male or female construction.
year The year in which the building was constructed, binned Bins: 1950 Bins: −, [1950 Bins: , 1969 , [1970, 1984] considered. Instead of a single out-of-time evaluation (as e.g. in Antonio and Plat (2014) ; Wüthrich (2018)) the moving window evaluation enables a more thorough assessment of the sensitivity and general applicability of the model.
Selected covariates and their effects
On each evaluation date, we select the optimal set of covariates for each of the three GLMs in the generalized reserving model following the strategy of Section 4.3. Figure 4 shows the relative selection frequency of the covariates in the closure, payment and size GLM over the 365 evaluation dates. The variation in the selected covariates over time increases the volatility of the reserve estimate. Therefore, we consider a second GRM where the parameters are refitted on each evaluation date, but the covariates are fixed over time to those selected on at least 40% of all evaluation dates (dashed line in Figure 4 ). This approach results in more robust reserve estimates and allows us to inspect the evolution of the calibrated parameters over time.
The discussion below sketches some general findings regarding the effect of the selected covariates in the GLMs. These findings are based on assessing the effects observed over the 365 evaluation dates in the GRM with fixed covariates. Figure 5 shows the evolution for some of the fitted parameters in this GRM. which the claim was reported (rep.month). Since the first observation year runs from the reporting date of the claim until the end of that year, it is shorter for claims reported in the later months of the year. This can impact the payment and closure probabilities, which motivates the interaction effect. We include this interaction effect only in the GRM for non-fire claims, since there are insufficient fire claims to estimate such an effect on the fire portfolio. Figure 4 shows that obs.year and obs.year*rep.month are often selected in the closure and payment component of both GRMs, but somehow surprisingly they are rarely selected in the payment size GLM. The average size of an individual payment thus does not depend on the time elapsed since reporting of the claim. The interaction effect obs.year*rep.month is preferred when modelling the development of non-fire claims. calendar.year is a continuous covariate counting the number of years between the observation year and the start of the portfolio. This covariate detects trends in the data. calendar.year is selected in the closure GLM and has a negative effect, which implies that claims reported in recent years have a longer settlement delay. There are no indications for a cost inflation as calendar.year is not selected in the payment size GLM. This might be the result of the exceptionally low inflation rates between 2011 and 2015 all across Europe. In the GRM for non-fire claims close is regularly selected in the payment and size GLM. Claims are more likely to have a payment in their settlement year, but on average these payments are smaller. This is the result of some claims closing immediately after a payment.
Four claim covariates are available: catnat, global, coverage and rep.delay. The covariate catnat reflects the heterogeneity among the 11 other (i.e. non-fire) risk categories as Figure 3 empirically illustrates. This covariate is selected in the closure and payment size GLM for non-fire claims. Figure 5a reveals a clear and time-consistent ordering in the fitted parameters for the various catnat categories in the closure GLM. The indicator global identifies claims resulting from a catastrophe (e.g. a hail storm). After a large scale event, many claims are reported simultaneously to the insurer. Somewhat surprisingly, global is rarely selected by any of the three GLMs in Figure 4 . Apart from their reporting volume, these claims develop in the same way as regular, non-global, claims. The covariate coverage distinguishes between theft, building damage and damage to the content and is selected in the payment indicator and payment size GLM. Figure 5b shows that the expected size of payments is lower when the rep.delay is longer. Intuitively, an insured facing a large loss, will not delay reporting his claim. Similarly, an insured might not immediately notice a small damage which results in longer reporting delays.
We consider five policy covariates: profession, age.insured, construction.year, sex and property.value. Only property.value is included in Figure 4 . The other four variables were omitted, since these covariates had a relative selection frequency of less than 15% in all GLMs. These low selection probabilities indicate that policy covariates have low predictive power on the development of a claim compared to claim and intrinsic development covariates. This is also observed in the literature on insurance pricing, where claim severity models tend to include few covariates (Henckaerts et al., 2018) . The only selected covariate, property.value, categorizes the insured houses in five categories based on their value. Figure 5c shows the fitted effect of this covariate on the payment indicator in the GRM for non-fire claims. The payment probability increases with the value of the property.
Evaluation of the RBNS reserve
On each evaluation date we predict the expected RBNS reserve for the open claims over the next two years. We measure model performance via the percentage error of the predicted reserve compared to the actual reserve, that is percentage error = predicted − actual actual · 100%.
We compare the RBNS chain ladder method from Section 3.1 with three specifications of our generalized reserving method. These three specifications differ in the choice of covariates. The first method reselects the optimal set of covariates per evaluation date, whereas the second method uses the covariates which are selected by the first method on at least 40% of the evaluation dates (dashed line in Figure 4 ). The third strategy follows Section 4.4 and uses only the covariates rep.year and obs.year such that the reserve can be estimated from data aggregated in three runoff triangles. Figure 6 shows the evolution of the percentage error between January 2015 and December 2015 as obtained with the chain ladder method and the three GRMs. The percentage error is capped at 100% for improved readability of the figures. In the generalized reserving models, we compute 95% confidence bounds for the percentage error on each evaluation date using 200 Monte Carlo simulations. In the chain ladder method these confidence bounds are derived from the normal assumption in the Mack model (Mack, 1999) .
Reselecting the optimal set of covariates induces a large day-to-day variability in the estimated reserve. These fluctuations are moderated when a fixed set of covariates is used. We observe high prediction errors under all models when predicting the reserve for fire claims (Figure 6a) . The combination of a low claim frequency and potentially high costs makes the reserve for fire claims difficult to predict. The insurer can potentially reduce the uncertainty under the generalized reserving model by collecting new, high quality covariates which help to distinguish between small and large fires. The reserve for non-fire claims (Figure 6b ) consists of many small claims, which results in a better performance of the generalized reserving model. The model with detailed claim covariates outperforms the aggregated GRM where only the covariates obs.year and rep.
year are used. This shows the importance of including covariates in the individual reserving model. The chain ladder method fails to provide reasonable reserve estimates for this part of the reserve. These large errors are the result of catastrophes in the past, which distort the development factors under the chain ladder method. The generalized reserving model works with individual claims and therefore automatically adapts to the larger number of claims resulting from such events. Furthermore, the covariate global was only infrequently selected in Figure 4 , which shows that the development of the claims resulting from catastrophic events does not strongly differ from regular claims. In practice, the reserve for catastrophes is typically estimated by expert opinion. Figure 6c estimates the reserve for non-fire claims with the exception of the events indicated as global. The chain ladder performs well, when global claims are removed. Figure 7b shows the percentage error when predicting the number of IBNR claims under the model of and the chain ladder method on evaluation dates in 2015.
Evaluating the IBNR reserve
We continue with the granular model of , which outperforms the chain ladder method on this data set. This model estimates the number of unreported claims and their expected reporting date. We model the development of these claims by recalibrating the GLMs for closure, payment occurrence and payment size using a limited set of covariates which can be derived from the output of the reporting delay model. These covariates are occ.year and rep.delay together with all intrinsic development covariates. As discussed in Section 4.6, we select covariates for the IBNR generalized reserving model by minimizing the in-sample BIC. Figure 7a shows the probability of selecting each covariate in the GLMs for the components closure, payment occurrence and payment size. The interaction obs.year*rep.month is consistently selected across all three building blocks. Claims with a long reporting delay are typically smaller and close faster. Insureds are less rushed to report these claims, hence the negative effect of rep.delay on claim size. IBNR claims usually have a longer reporting delay and are thus on average less expensive than reported claims. Figure 7c compares the error when predicting the IBNR reserve under different model specifications. We consider two granular GRMs, where one specification reselects the optimal set of covariates on each evaluation date, while the other specification uses a constant set of covariates (the covariates selected on at least 40% of all evaluation dates in the former GRM) and recalibrates the parameters on each evaluation date. Both granular GRMs provide similar estimates for the IBNR reserve. We compare these granular GRMs with an aggregated GRM which uses only the covariates occ.year and obs.year. As shown in Section 4.4, this GRM is estimated from data aggregated in three runoff triangles. The aggregated GRM is identical to the Double Chain Ladder (DCL), discussed in Section 3.1, where the IBNR count estimate is replaced by the predictions from the model of . The aggregated GRM considerably overestimates the IBNR reserve with errors often exceeding 100% of the actual reserve. The aggregated model does not capture the reporting delay effect which results in IBNR claims being smaller on average. This is the main driver for the difference in the reserve performance between the aggregate and granular approach.
Conclusion
We propose the generalized reserving model (GRM) as an intuitive and pragmatic approach for individual reserving. This model is part of a larger class of hierarchical models and puts focus on GLMs for the closure status, payment indicator and payment size in the development of claims. This use of GLMs makes the GRM an ideal candidate for insurers who want to transition from aggregate to individual reserving. Moreover, our approach unifies the methodology used for pricing and reserving within the insurance company. We present a framework for calibrating and evaluating individual reserving models. Our framework makes four contributions to the existing literature. First of all, we show the importance of choosing an appropriate time measure in individual reserving, i.e. observation year since reporting instead of development year since occurrence. Second, we develop a model calibration and variable selection strategy in the presence of censoring. Third, we let a data driven strategy decide between aggregate and individual reserving. Fourth, we stress the importance of evaluating reserving models over multiple evaluation days, since the day-to-day performance can be volatile. We illustrate our framework on a detailed case study with a home insurance data set and provide additional evaluations of our proposed model with a liability insurance portfolio in an online Appendix. The inclusion of covariates provides new insights into the development of claims. Most remarkable is the effect of reporting delay on the cost of claims, where the average claim cost is lower for claims with a long reporting delay. This is an important consideration when calculating the IBNR reserve, which mainly consists of claims with long reporting delays. Claim and intrinsic development covariates are the main determinants for the claim development process. These covariates are not available when pricing and thus analysing them in a GRM will deliver new insights into the insured risk. The GRM provides robust reserve estimates with a low day-to-day volatility when the set of covariates is fixed over time. Catastrophic events do not have to be estimated separately under the GRM, which is a major advantage of this model compared to classical reserving methods for aggregated data.
A A discretized Cox proportional hazard model for the time to settlement Section 4.1 models the closure status via a binomial GLM with complementary log-log link function. This Appendix retrieves this GLM specification by discretizing a Cox proportional hazard model for the time to settlement measured in continuous time.
Let S k denote the time to settlement for claim k measured in continuous time and let h k (t) be the hazard rate of S k at time t. Under the Cox proportional hazard model (Cox, 1972) this hazard rate is proportional to a baseline hazard rate h 0 (t), i.e.
where x k is a vector describing the claim and policy covariates for claim k and β is the associated parameter vector. The probability of closing the claim in observation year j is then
After applying the complementary log-log link on both sides of this equation we obtain a linear relation between the covariate vector and the transformed closure probabilities, i.e. log(− log(1 − P(C k,j = 1 | C k;1,...,j−1 = 0, x k ))) = log
This is precisely the structure estimated by a binomial GLM with complementary log-log link function. The first term log j j−1 h 0 (t) dt conveys the effect of observation year j on the closure probability and is modelled by the covariate obs.year in the binomial GLM.
This reveals a strong connection between our individual reserving model in discrete time and reserving in continuous time. If the time to settlement follows a Cox proportional hazard model, than the coefficients β estimated in the binomial GLM for closure are independent of the granularity of the discretization (day, month, year, . . . ).
B.1 Data characteristics
The data registers the development of 506,235 claims that occurred and were reported between July, 1996 and August, 2009. We omit 37,273 (7.37%) claims reported before 1998, since many claims from these early reporting years are unobserved as the data only includes accidents that occurred after July, 1996. In addition, we remove 224,762 (44.45%) claims which settle less than a week after reporting. These claims are either not accepted by the insurer and close without payment or relate to small accidents which settle immediately. Figure 8 represents all individual payments as a combination of the reporting date of the claim (vertical axis) and the number of days elapsed since reporting (horizontal axis). A triangular structure appears, since the claim development after August, 2009 is censored. Figure 8 distinguishes payments for material damage (blue) and bodily injury claims (red). Material damage claims are short tailed, with most payments in the first year after reporting, in contrast physical injury claims can have very long settlement delays. The black grid in Figure 8 visualizes how individual payments would be aggregated when constructing a yearly runoff triangle. Table 4 provides a detailed description of the available covariates including one policy covariates, seven claim covariates and five intrinsic development covariates. 24 In Figure 9 a treemap visualizes the available claims grouped into the six claim causes as coded in the covariate cause. Each claim is represented by a rectangle, where the size of this rectangle visualizes the amount paid for that claim by the end of Augustus, 2009. The color of the rectangle distinguishes material damage claims in blue and bodily injury claims in red. Bodily injury claims are typically larger than material damage claims. Although 5.3% of all claims involve bodily injury, these claims account for 37.6% of the observed claim cost. These large differences in claim size, combined with the difference in payment delay as shown in Figure 8 , motivate us to estimate a separate reserve for bodily injury and material damage claims. The same distinction was made in Pigeon et al. (2013 Pigeon et al. ( , 2014 and Antonio and Plat (2014) . The effect of the claim cause on the total claim size is less evident from Figure 9 . Potential effects are captured in the GRM by including the covariate cause in the GLM building blocks. 
B.2 A generalized reserving model for material damage and bodily injury claims
We analyse the performance of our proposed model on 365 evaluation dates between September 1, 2003 and August 31, 2004. The same evaluation window was considered in . On each evaluation date τ we estimate the model on the observed data (January, 1998 until τ ) and compare the out-of-sample reserve estimate with the actual claim development up to August, 2009. Figure 10 shows the relative selection frequency of the covariates from Table 4 in the closure, payment and size GLM over the 365 evaluation dates. In contrast with the home insurance portfolio in Section 5, claim covariates are less significant for this data set. Therefore the potential benefit of individual reserving for this portfolio is limited. Figure 11 compares the percentage error of the reserve prediction under four reserving models, i.e the chain ladder method and three GRM specifications. Section 5.2.2 contains a detailed description of the chosen GRMs. All four models perform similarly on the considered evaluation window. This is a consequence of the low selection frequency of claim and policy-specific covariates in Figure 10 . For this portfolio, we would suggest an insurance company to calculate the reserve under the chain ladder method or the aggregated GRM, since these models can be estimated on triangular data and are therefore easier to implement and explain. However, it should be noted that the granular GRMs deliver the same performance. Figure 12b shows the prediction of the number of IBNR claims on evaluation dates between September 1, 2003 and August 31, 2004 by the aggregate chain ladder method and the granular method developed in . The prediction accuracy under the chain ladder method is quite volatile due to the presence of a strong weekday pattern in the data. We choose the model of for estimating the number of IBNR claims and model their development with three GRM specifications. A first GRM reselects the optimal set of covariates in the model on each evaluation date. Figure 12a shows the relative selection frequency per covariate in this GRM. A second GRM fixes the covariates in the model to those selected on at least 40% of the evaluation dates (dashed line in Figure 12a ). The third GRM is an aggregated model with only covariates occ.year and obs.year. Figure 12c shows the percentage error of the reserve prediction between September 1, 2003 and August 31, 2004. The granular GRMs outperform the aggregate GRM which shows the value of including additional covariates when modelling the development of individual claims. Most covariates in Figure 12a show a high relative selection frequency, therefore the set of optimal covariates differs little over time. As a result, the GRM with fixed covariate selection and the GRM with dynamic covariate selection produce similar IBNR reserve estimates. 
B.2.1 Modelling the RBNS reserve
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